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Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Thank you for all your efforts and dedication to support God's Providence and True Parents' work in
America and worldwide.
On May 1, we will be celebrating our True Parents' 58th Holy Wedding Anniversary. Before she left
America after her recent visit, True Mother reminded us that the anniversary of True Parents' wedding is
very significant. It is not just a wedding anniversary in the usual sense, this is the starting point of True
Parents' providence. For the first time in human history, Heavenly Parent could establish the eternal
foundation of True Parents. It was the turning point of all of human history. True Father spoke about it on
numerous occasions:
True Parents' Holy Wedding was a cosmic, momentous event, worthy of a great celebration on
earth. Thereby the True Parents, as God's embodiments, gained the world-level victory both
spiritually and physically. This was the vertical indemnity condition for resolving issues on the
horizontal plane on earth. (1969.02.02; CBG1.2.1:22)
On that day God made the greatest proclamation in human history, the proclamation that will
spread heavenly fortune to the world. It was the historic day that Jesus spoke about -- the day of
welcoming the Bride. It was the day of True Parents' Holy Wedding. From that moment on, I
could go on the offensive and take the first steps forward. Finally I could begin resolving the
problems we faced and move swiftly forward centered on God. (1973.07.01; CBG1.2.2:17)
True Mother encouraged us to plan events to celebrate this historical event. She suggested that we invite
our friends and neighbors, Ambassadors for Peace, ministers, and colleagues to our churches and centers,
share a festive meal together, and let them know the True Parents are here on earth. True Mother also
gave a donation to the Kona and Honolulu communities, so they can prepare beautiful public celebrations.
Special celebrations are also planned in Korea and Japan to honor True Parents' Wedding Anniversary.
True Mother will be celebrating the wedding anniversary on May 1 in Vienna, after her historical speech
on April 29.
As is our tradition, we invite you to make an offering to True Parents as a gift on their anniversary. You
are welcome to make your offering online here, or at your local church.
Let us join in heart and spirit with our True Parents on or close to May 1, and celebrate their victorious
and historical Holy Wedding Blessing Anniversary.
God Bless you and your family,
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